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Consumers and businesses 
demand developers that have 
experience in secure coding 
principles and the knowledge 
and �exibility to code on any 
platform. Cyber Secure Coder 
(CSC) validates language/
platform agnostic secure coding 
principles.  

Software developers, testers, 
and architects who develop in 
multiple programming 
languages for various platforms 
and who develop highly secure 
applications for business and 
organizational use.

Validate the knowledge, skills, 
and abilities to design and 
develop a variety of applications 
for various platforms, and use 
various testing and analysis 
tools to analyze security 
concerns and mitigate against 
common threats to data and 
systems.

At Logical Operations, we feel 
there is no substitute for 
practice. Virtual lab 
environments from Logical 
Operations and practice tests 
from Kaplan IT Training can be 
purchased as additional add-ons 
to aid with exam preparation.

For more information contact: info@certnexus.com

Identify the need for security in your software projects

Eliminate vulnerabilities within software

Use a Security by Design approach to design a secure 
architecture for your software

Implement common protections to protect users and data

Apply various testing methods to �nd and correct security 
defects in your software

Maintain deployed software to ensure ongoing security

of web apps with 
vulnerabilities are caused 
by security functions90% 79% of organizations focus their defenses

on public-facing websites rather than mobile 
applications or internal private clouds

CSC Certification
Web and mobile application vulnerabilities continue to rise signi�cantly. Depending on these vulnerabilities, 
organizations can face problems regarding their data being compromised. The Cyber Secure Coder (CSC) 
training and certi�cation program is speci�cally designed to not only validate the skills to develop highly 
secure applications, but also to analyze and mitigate against common threats.
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Click here to see the CSC-110 Exam Blueprint

https://certnexus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Cyber-Secure-Coder-Exam-CSC-110-blueprint_approved.pdf
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